Abstract. In this paper, we prove a conjecture raised by Angella, Otal, Ugarte, and Villacampa recently, which states that if the Strominger connection (also known as Bismut connection) of a compact Hermitian manifold is Kähler-like, in the sense that its curvature tensor obeys all the symmetries of the curvature of a Kähler manifold, then the metric must be pluriclosed. Actually, we show that Strominger Kähler-like is equivalent to the pluriclosedness of the Hermitian metric plus the parallelness of the torsion, even without the compactness assumption.
Introduction
Given a Hermitian manifold (M n , g), the Strominger connection ∇ s is the unique connection on M that is Hermitian (namely, ∇ s g = 0, ∇ s J = 0) and has totally skew-symmetric torsion tensor. Its existence and explicit expression first appeared in Strominger's seminal paper [29] in 1986, where he called it the H-connection. Three years later, Bismut formally discussed and used this connection in his local index theorem paper [4] , which leads to the name Bismut connection in literature. Given the fact that Strominger's paper was published earlier than Bismut's, perhaps it might be more fair to call it Strominger connection, and we shall do so from now on 1 . Note that the connection also appeared implicitly earlier (see [38] ), and in some literature it was also called the KT connection (Kähler with torsion). Since the need of nonKähler Calabi-Yau spaces in string theory, this connection has been receiving more and more attention from geometers and mathematical physicists alike.
A Hermitian metric g is called pluricolsed if ∂∂ω = 0, where ω is the metric form (or Kähler form) of g. Note that this type of metric is also called Strong KT metric (or SKT metric) in many literature (see for example the nice survey article by Fino and Tomassini [7] ). It is an obvious generalization of the Kählerness condition (which is dω = 0). The pluriclosed metrics have been studied by many authors, and they have applications in type II string theory and in 2-dimensional supersymmetric σ-models. We refer the readers to [29] , [13] , [17] , [20] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [32] , [27] , [28] , [26] , [30] , [31] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [12] and the references therein for more discussions on Strominger connection, pluriclosed metric, and related topics. for any tangent vectors X, Y , Z, W in M n . Note that the second condition is always satisfied when DJ = 0. So for Hermitian connections (namely, those with Dg = 0 and DJ = 0), the Kähler-like condition simply means that the curvature is symmetric when the first and the third position are interchanged.
This notion was introduced in [36] in 2016 for the Riemannian and Chern connections, following the pioneer work of Gray [16] and others. In [2] , Angella, Otal, Ugarte and Villacampa generalized it to any metric connection, and they particularly studied it for the Strominger connection ∇ s and the one-parameter family of canonical connections called the Gauduchon connections which we will denote as ∇ t = (1 − t 2 )∇ c + t 2 ∇ s , where t ∈ R and ∇ c is the Chern connection.
Through a detailed study on all nilmanifolds and Calabi-Yau type solvmanifolds of dimension three, they classified all those spaces which are ∇ t -Kähler-like, and they proposed the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1 (AOUV[2]). For a compact Hermitian manifold (M n , g), if the Strominger connection is Kähler-like, then g must be pluriclosed.
In [2] , the authors proved the above conjecture under the assumption that ∇ s is flat (i.e., the curvature of ∇ s vanishes), using the classification result of [35] which says that all Strominger flat (which was called Bismut flat in that paper) manifolds are covered by Samelson spaces [25] .
As proved in [2] , there are examples of compact Hermitian manifolds which are Strominger Kähler-like, but not Strominger flat. The simplest such example is a primary Kodaira surface.
The main purpose of the present paper is to give an affirmative answer to the above conjecture, and it turns out that the result is actually true even without the compactness assumption. That is, we have the following
Theorem 1. If the Strominger connection of a Hermitian manifold
Of course the converse of the above theorem is not true, namely, a pluriclosed metric is not Strominger Kähler-like in general, and there are lots of such examples. What we actually proved is the following, which implies the above theorem: Theorem 2 presents the main bulk of technical difficulty in the proofs. Note that in the Strominger flat case [35] , the authors used a Bochner identity trick analogous to the famous work of Boothby [5] who classified all compact Chern flat manifolds, to conclude that the Chern torsion T c is ∇ s -parallel. When ∇ s is Kähler-like but not flat, this argument no longer works, and one has to rely on the deep algebraic tanglement of the torsion and its covariant derivatives to show its parallelness. The strategy is to walk in two steps, first to focus on the Gauduchon torsion 1-form η, which is the trace of the full torsion tensor T c , and show that η is ∇ s -parallel. Then in the second step, we use the parallelness of η to further analyze T c and establish its parallelness. In complex dimension 2, T c and η carry the same amount of information, and the situation becomes particularly simple. In this case, the Strominger Kähler-like condition is actually equivalent to ∇ s T c = 0, and it implies that the metric is pluriclosed. Further more, the Strominger Kähler-like condition is also equivalent to a known condition called Vaisman.
Recall that a Hermitian surface (M 2 , g) is said to be Vaisman, if its Lee form (which is η + η in dimension 2) is parallel under the Riemannian connection. Such a manifold is necessarily locally conformally Kähler, as the Lee form is closed. We prove that for n = 2, the Strominger Kähler-like condition is equivalent to the Vaisman condition:
) be a Hermitian surface. Then the following are equivalent: In other words, if a compact manifold admits a Strominger Kähler-like metric which is not Kähler, then it cannot admit any balanced metric. It seems that compact Strominger Kähler-like threefolds are also quite restrictive, so it would be interesting to try to describe or even classify them, and we intend to investigate these questions in the future.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we collect some preliminary results and fix the notations. In Section 3, we examine the basic properties for Strominger Kähler-like metrics, and give proofs to Theorem 3, 5, and also prove Corollary 4 assuming Theorem 2. In Section 4, we show the parallelness of the torsion tensor and establish the proof of Theorem 2. In the end, we prove Theorem 6 and Theorem 7 (about strongly Gauduchon metric), and we also observe that Strominger Kähler-like metrics are always Gauduchon, namely, Theorem 8.
Preliminaries
In this section, we collect some known results for our later use and also fix the notations. It is included here to make the paper self-contained, for the convenience of the readers, since the proof of the main theorem is computational in nature. We refer the readers to [36] and [35] . . . , ϕ n ) the column vector of local (1, 0)-forms which is the coframe dual to e. For the Chern connection ∇ c of g, let us denote by θ, Θ the matrices of connection and curvature, respectively, and by τ the column vector of the torsion 2-forms, all under the local frame e. Then the structure equations and Bianchi identities are
The entries of Θ are all (1, 1) forms, while the entries of the column vector τ are all (2, 0) forms, under any frame e.
Write , for the (real) inner product given by the Hermitian metric g, and extend it bilinearly over C. Under the frame e, let us denote the components of the Riemannian connection ∇ by ∇e = θ 1 e + θ 2 e, ∇e = θ 2 e + θ 1 e, then the matrices of connection and curvature for ∇ become:
where
Also, for the Strominger connection ∇ s , we will write
for the matrices of connection and curvature under the frame e. When e is unitary, both θ 2 and Θ 2 are skew-symmetric, while θ, θ 1 , θ s , or Θ, Θ 1 , Θ s are all skew-Hermitian. Following [36] , we will introduce a (2, 1) tensor γ by letting its components under the frame e be the matrix of 1-forms (which we will denote by the same letter for convenience)
and denote by γ = γ ′ + γ ′′ the decomposition of γ into (1, 0) and (0, 1) parts. By [35, Lemma 2], we have
and more generally, consider the line of canonical connections on (M n , g):
∇ s where t ∈ R, its matrix of connection under the frame e is given by θ t = θ + tγ. Next let us denote by T k ij = −T k ji the components of τ :
Note that our T k ij is only half of the components of the torsion τ used in some other literature where the second sigma term is used. Also, if we denote by T c the torsion tensor of the Chern connection, namely,
then we have
As observed in [36] , when e is unitary, γ and θ 2 take the following simple forms:
So the torsion tensor T t for the Gauduchon t-connection has components:
In particular, for t = 2, one can check that
is indeed the Hermitian connection with totally skew-symmetric torsion, namely, the Strominger connection. Also, we see that the Chern torsion components T k ij contain all the torsion information for any ∇ t . Next, let us recall Gauduchon's torsion 1-form η which is defined to be the trace of γ ′ ( [14] ). Under any frame e, it has the expression:
Denote by ω = √ −1 i,j g ij ϕ i ∧ ϕ j the Kähler (or metric) form of g, where g ij = e i , e j . Then a direct computation shows that
Recall that the metric g is said to be balanced if ω n−1 is closed. The above identity shows that g is balanced if and only if η = 0. When n = 2, η = 0 means τ = 0, so balanced complex surfaces are Kähler. But in dimension n ≥ 3, η contains less information than τ . Using the structure equations and the first Bianchi identity, we get that Lemma 1. Under any unitary frame e, it holds that
Then we consider the curvature tensors. For a linear connection D on M n , its curvature R D is defined as usual by
where X, Y , Z, W are tangent vectors in M . We will also write it as R D XY ZW for convenience. It is always skew-symmetric with respect to the first two positions, and also skew-symmetric with respect to its last two positions if the connection is metric, namely, Dg = 0. When the connection D is Hermitian, namely, satisfies Dg = 0 and DJ = 0, where J is the almost complex structure, then R D satisfies = 0 by the discussion above. For the Riemannian connection ∇, which does not make J parallel in general, R abij may not vanish in general. By g ij = g ij = 0, we get
The last line is because Θ . Note that here we adopted the usual notation for curvature tensor, unlike in [36] or [35] , where the first two and last two positions were swapped. As in [35] , the starting point of our computation is the following lemma from [36, Lemma 7] , again note that we have swapped the first two and last two positions for the curvature tensors.
) be a Hermitian manifold. Let e be a unitary frame in M , then
where the index r is summed over 1 through n, and the index after the comma stands for covariant derivative with respect to the Chern connection ∇ c . In other words, one can always choose a local unitary frame such that the connection matrix vanishes at a given point. Of course the same property holds for any Hermitian connection D on M , not just the Chern or Strominger connection.
Strominger Kähler-like metrics
Now let us recall the notion of Kähler-like in describing a metric connection D on a Hermitian manifold (M n , g): 
Note that when D is Hermitian, the second equality always holds, so the Kähler-like condition simply means that the first and the third position can be interchanged. Since R D is skewsymmetric with respect to its first two or last two positions, the first condition above implies that R D is symmetric with respect to its second and fourth positions, and it is also symmetric when the first two and the last two positions are swapped. Along with the second condition above, we know that the usual form of the first Bianchi identity,
holds, namely, the sum of the cyclic permutation of three of its positions is zero. (Of course instead of W , one can hold any of the positions fixed while cyclically permuting the other three positions, the sum will always be zero).
As mentioned in the introduction section, this notion was introduced in [36] for the Riemannian and Chern connections, following the pioneer works of Gray [16] and others. It was generalized to any metric connection by Angella, Otal, Ugarte, and Villacampa in [2] . To prove the AOUV Conjecture, namely, to show that if the Strominger connection is Kähler-like, then the Hermitian metric must be pluriclosed, let us take a closer look at the Strominger Kähler-like condition. We begin with the following Proof. Note that the above equation implies that the (0, 2) part of Θ s is zero, so the (2, 0) part is also zero since Θ s is skew-Hermitian. For the (1, 1) part, write
we see that the equation means that R s is symmetric with respect to its first and third position. This means that ∇ s is Kähler-like. The converse is also true since one can walk backwards.
Modifying the results in [35] 
where the indices after comma means covariant derivatives with respect to ∇ s .
Proof. Fix any p ∈ M and we want to verify the above identities at p. Since both sides are tensors, we may assume without loss of generality that the unitary frame e has vanishing θ s at p. Since γ
′ γ ′ lead to the first equality in (21) . Next, the first Bianchi identity says that dτ = − t θτ + t Θϕ. So at p we have θ = −2γ. By taking the (3, 0)-part of the Bianchi identity, we get ∂τ = 2 t γ ′ τ , which leads to the second equality in (21) if n ≥ 3. Note that when n = 2, this equality is automatically true, as i, k, ℓ cannot be all distinct.
To prove (22) , let us write
At p, the Bianchi identity gives ∂τ + 2γ ′ τ = Proof. From (21) in Lemma 5, we know that the trilinear form C ikℓ = T j ik,ℓ satisfies C ikℓ = C iℓk . On the other hand, C ikℓ = −C kiℓ . Thus So just like in the Strominger flat case, the Chern torsion components satisfies these nice restrictions. However, unlike in the Strominger flat case, we no longer have ∇ s -parallel frames any more, so the Bochner identity argument used in [35] breaks down here, and we have to dig in deeper into the algebraic tanglement of these torsion components and their ∇ s covariant derivatives. We will first prove Theorem 3 stated in the introduction:
Proof of Theorem 3. Let (M n , g) be a Hermitian manifold. Note that for any t ∈ R, by definition, ∇ t = ∇ c + tγ, so the torsion tensor = 0, or equivalently, P jℓ ik = 0 for any indices. Again let us assume that the unitary frame e has vanishing θ s at the fixed point p. So at the point p one has ∂ϕ = −τ and ∂ϕ = −2γ ′ ϕ. We have
Here we used the fact that Therefore, we get
So the metric will be pluriclosed if and only if P jℓ ik = 0, or equivalently, ∇ s T = 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Next we prove Corollary 4 assuming we already have Theorem 2, namely, we want to show that pluriclosed plus ∇ s T c = 0 would imply that the metric is Strominger Kähler-like.
Proof of Corollary 4. Assume that the Hermitian manifold (M n , g) is pluriclosed and has ∇ s T c = 0. We want to show that it is Strominger Kähler-like, that is, t ϕ Θ s = 0. Let us fix a point p ∈ M and choose a local unitary frame e near p such that θ s vanishes at p. At the point p, we have
As in the proof of Lemma 5, we have
So the Strominger Kähler-like condition means
If we write in components and use the parallelness of T c , the first equality in (28) becomes
which is true when n ≥ 3 since ∂τ = 2 t γ ′ τ , and it is automatically true when n = 2. To see the second equality of (28), use the fact t τ = t ϕ γ ′ and Φ = (dγ + 2γγ) 1,1 , which yields that
and thus the second equality of (28) will hold if and only if P jℓ ik = 0.
On the other hand, since ∇ s T c = 0 and ∂ϕ = −2γ ′ ϕ, we have We proceed to prove Theorem 5. Under the coframe (ϕ, ϕ), the Riemannian (Levi-Civita) connection ∇ has
Fix any p ∈ M , let us choose a local unitary frame e in a neighborhood of p so that θ s = 0 at p. Then at the point p, we have θ 1 = −γ. Let us write θ 2 = β, we have
From this, we get that
where the index after the comma means covariant derivative with respect to ∇ s . From this identity, we obtain the following 
for any i, k. Here the index after comma means covariant derivative with respect to ∇ s .
In particular, when n = 2, the right hand sides of the above two formula are always zero, so we get the following corollary:
is parallel under the Riemannian connection if and only if the torsion tensor T is parallel under ∇
s .
Proof of Theorem 5. Note that when n = 2, the only component of P is P 12 12 , which equals to |T | 2 − 2|η| 2 and is always zero. So for Hermitian surfaces, Strominger Kähler-like is equivalent to ∇ s T c = 0, which is equivalent to Vaisman by the above Lemma. Such a surface is always locally conformally Kähler and pluriclosed. So we have completed the proof of Theorem 5.
The parallelness of the torsion
In this section, we will first focus on Gauduchon's torsion 1-form η, which is defined by
where ω is the Kähler form of the metric of M n . On the other hand, by (11), we have
and by combining the above two identities, we get the following:
Lemma 9. On a Strominger Kähler-like manifold (M n , g), it holds that
In particular, it cannot be balanced unless it is Kähler, and
Here and from now on, we denote by |η| 2 = i |η i | 2 and |T | 2 = i,j,k |T j ik | 2 under any unitary frame. Note that under the frame {e, e}, the torsion tensor T c of the Chern connection takes the form
When n = 2, the torsion tensor has only two components: T , so we always have |T | 2 = 2|η| 2 when n = 2. That is, a Strominger Kähler-like surface is always pluriclosed. Next, let us introduce the following notations:
Then clearly, C is symmetric, while A, B are Hermitian symmetric. By taking trace of the identities in Lemma 6, we get the following:
g) be a Hermitian manifold that is Strominger Kähler-like. Then
for any i, k, ℓ, where the index after comma means covariant derivative in ∇ s .
Note that the quantity S kℓ above is simply i P iℓ ik . Then let us derive the commutativity formula. Fix p ∈ M , and let e be a local unitary frame such that θ s vanishing at p. Since ∇e i = ∇ s e i − γe i + (θ 2 ) ij e j , at p we have (37) [e k , e j ] = ∇ e k e j − ∇ ej e k = −γ e k e j + γ ej e k = 2 r T r kj e r .
Again at the point p, we compute
The curvature term is Θ s ir (e k , e j ), which equals to 0 since (Θ s ) 0,2 = 0, so we get the following
Lemma 11. On a Strominger Kähler-like manifold (M n , g), the equality k η k,ℓ η k = 0 holds for any index ℓ. In particular, |η| 2 is a constant.
Proof. By Lemma 10, we have
rk and the second equality of (35) hold. This together with η k,ℓ = 0 implies that |η| 2 ,ℓ = 0 for any ℓ, hence |η| 2 is a constant.
From now on, we will use the Einstein convention on indices, namely, any index appearing twice is summed up from 1 to n. By taking the covariant derivative in ℓ for the identity in Lemma 11 and summing it up, we get
For the first term, we have
where φB = k,ℓ φ ℓ k B ℓk . By the commutativity formula, it follows that
Use the expression for the covariant derivatives, and the second term in (39) becomes
Let us denote the last term by φ · φ. And thus, it yields that
where we have used the fact that
Plugging (40) and (41) into (39), we obtain
The analysis will be focused on the terms φA and φB. We start from the identity η r T r ik = 0. Take its covariant derivative in ℓ, we get Taking the real parts, we get
Now if we multiply on (43) by T ℓ ik and sum up all indices, it yields that (46) φB − |B| 2 + 2φA = 0, and by taking the real part, we obtain (47) Re (φB) − |B| 2 + 2Re (φA) = 0.
Subtracting that from (42), we get
and compare this last equality with (45), which yields (48) |B| 2 = 2Re (φB) = |φ + φ * | 2 and 2Re (φA) = Re (φB).
Putting these into (40), we see that η k,ℓ = 0 for any k, ℓ. That is, we have proved the following:
Our next goal is to show that, under the Strominger Kähler-like assumption, the torsion tensor T c will also be parallel with respect to the Strominger connection ∇ s , which will complete the proof of Theorem 2.
Let (M n , g) be a Hermitian manifold that is Strominger Kähler-like. From our earlier discussion, we already have that η k,ℓ = 0 for all indices. In particular, |T | 2 = 2|η| 2 is a constant. It is also known that B = φ + φ * .
Lemma 13. , and k η k T k jℓ = 0, we see that φ, hence B, is parallel in ∇ s .
The commutativity formula for T will be also considered. Since R s kℓ * * = 0, we have
The first equality is because T
Here and below we always use the Einstein convection for indices, namely, any repeated index is summed up. From the above, we get 
Proof. Since |T | 2 is a constant, by taking derivative in ℓ, we get
Taking covariant derivative in ℓ again and summing up ℓ, we have
By (49), the second term on the left is equal to −2 p,k,ℓ T p kℓ A pk,ℓ , whose vanishing would imply the vanishing of the square term, which means ∇ s T c = 0, so the lemma is proved.
It follows that, for any k,
Taking conjugate and using the derivative formula in Lemma 6, we get
, where the last equality is due to the fact that C jr = C rj yet T 
Proof. If g is Kähler, then T = 0, so we have η = 0, φ = 0, and the above identities hold. So we may assume that g is not Kähler. Under a local unitary frame e and dual coframe ϕ, let us write η = i η i ϕ i . We observe that X = i η i e i is a globally defined vector field, with |X| 2 = i |η i | 2 = |η| 2 being a positive constant since g is not Kähler. Clearly, ∇ s X = 0. Let us choose our local unitary frame e so that e n = X |X| . Since ∇ s e n = 0, the matrix of connection ∇ s under e takes the form
where * is the (n − 1) × (n − 1) block. Also, under this frame e, we have η 1 = · · · = η n−1 = 0 and η n = λ, where λ = |η| > 0 is a constant. By the structure equation, ∂ϕ = 2
s jn = 0 and T n * * = 0 by the second equality of (35), we have ∂η = λ∂ϕ n = λ(2γ ′ jn ϕ j + τ n ) = 0. Similarly, by the structure equation ∂ϕ = θ ′ ϕ = ((θ s ) ′ −2γ ′ ) ϕ, we get ∂η = λ∂ϕ n = −2λ T i nj ϕ j ϕ i = −2φ i j ϕ i ϕ j . This completes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 6. Let (M n , g) be a compact Hermitian manifold which is Strominger Kähler-like. Assume that g is not Kähler. We want to show that M does not admit any balanced metric.
By the lemma above, we have an expression of ∂η in terms of the tensor φ. Since B = φ + φ * is Hermitian, we may rotate our unitary frame e to assume that B is diagonal: B ij = b i δ ij , where b i = j,k |T is exact, whose integral over M n is zero. By taking its real part, we know that the integral of x over M is zero, which forces x to be identically zero. This leads to b i = 0 for each i, or equivalently, T = 0, which contradicts with the assumption that g is not Kähler. Therefore we have completed the proof of Theorem 6.
Recall that a Hermitian manifold (M n , g 0 ) is called strongly Gauduchon, if ∂ω n−1 0 is ∂-exact. This condition was introduced by Popovici [24] , and has been studied extensively in deformation and modification stability problems.
In Theorem 6, if the metric g 0 is only assumed to be strongly Gauduchon, then the same argument works. To be more precise, we have the following Proof. Since we already proved that the torsion tensor is parallel under the Strominger connection ∇ s , by Lemma 10, we see that 2|η| 2 − |T | 2 = 0. Hence by Lemma 9, we get ∂∂(ω n−1 ) = 0 and thus g is always Gauduchon. Proof. This is because by Lemma 15, ∂η = 0, and if η = ∂f for some smooth function f on M n , then
as g is Gauduchon. This leads to the vanishing of the torsion thus g would be Kähler.
